
A LOOK AT POPULAR EXTINCTION OF ANIMALS IN THE WORLD

It's not too late, but the future looks bleak for these species. Extinction, has cost the world thousands of beloved species
due to human activity.

Scientists are working on using harvested sex cells and IVF to bring forth a lab-created northern white rhino.
This species does not exist anywhere else on the planet. As China industrialised, the river was used for fishing,
transportation and hydroelectricity which had a huge effect on the mammals. Next Would you like to receive
the best sustainability content in your e-mail? They were covered in fur and their curved tusks could easily be
up to 5 metres long! They relied on echolocation to navigate and hunt for pray due to their tiny eyes and very
poor eyesight. Commercial hunting of the species was ultimately banned in  It also didn't help that their
feathers were coveted fashion fixtures for women's hats. Update: In , Animal Planet released footage of what it
identified as a Zanzibar Leopard, but those claims have yet to be confirmed. The largest populations are in
China and Mongolia, with significant populations in India and Kyrgyzstan as well. Although not officially
recorded as extinct, no one has seen a Yangtze River Dolphin since  Captive breeding of uninfected
individuals has been instituted and efforts have been made to develop a vaccine for the cancer, which is
thought to have stemmed from mutated cells from a single specimen. Fish and Wildlife Service A charismatic
blue parrot, however, was perhaps the year's most publicized extinction. By the 19th century pigeon meat was
commercialized as a cheap food for the poor, which resulted in hunting on a massive scale. So when an
extinction is finally declared, it's not something scientists â€” who are typically hesitant to make such
indisputable claims â€” do lightly. Famous or not, declaring any species extinct or likely extinct is a difficult
endeavor. The birds inhabited the southwestern slope of Haleakala volcano. First, the jaguars are hunted for
their fur, a prized trophy. It didn't help that the government was in on the campaign to exterminate the
creatures. Here are some of the incredible creatures we've driven to extinction in the last century and a half.
Schomburgk, who was knighted in  Cause of Extinction: the introduction of non-native species of rabbits and
goats to the island destroyed vegetation and upset the boa's habitat, leading to its eventual extinction. Next
Giraffe One of the most iconic species in Africa such as the giraffe is a recent addition to this sad list.
Quagga's were interesting in appearance quite literally looking the mashup between two animalsâ€”a zebra in
the front thanks to the famous zebra stripes adorning this part of its body, and a horse in the rear due to the
lack of stripes in this area. Next Polar bear It is perhaps the most iconic image of the effects of climate change.
These wolves were native to the Falklands off of Argentina and were quite isolated from the world until
humans reached the islands and hunted them kind of easily because the wolves were so friendly. The two
females are also unable to give birth, making the likelihood of introducing a new generation of the species
highly unlikely. This led people to believe that there were more Dodos tucked away somewhere in nature and
so, specimens weren't handled as carefully as they should have been. One of the best places to see them is
Kenya. It is believed that Chytridiomycosis, a fatal skin disease, decimated this toad population that was
already vulnerable thanks to what Science is calling a " limited habitat and small population. Progressive
embryonic scientists, however, are developing experimental, unprecedented means of saving the rhino
subspecies. Asian elephant Elephas maximus Asian elephantAsian elephant Elephas maximus. Cause of
Extinction: poachers hunted the rhino for its horn, which is believed by some in Yemen and China to possess
aphrodisiacal powers, leading to their extinction.


